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Considering that this integrated market may involve at a later stage other energy products and 
B@QQHDQR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄKHPTDÆDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄODSQNK�ÄGXCQNFDM�ÄNQÄNSGDQÄDRRDMSH@KÄMDSVNQJÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDR

Determined to create a stable regulatory and market framework capable of attracting investment 
in gas networks, power generation and transmission networks, so that all Parties have access to the 
stable and continuous gas and electricity supply that is essential for economic development and 
social stability,

Determined to create a single regulatory space for trade in gas and electricity that is necessary to 
match the geographic extent of the concerned product markets, 

Recognising that the territories of the Republic of Austria, of the Hellenic Republic, of the Republic of 
Hungary, of the Italian Republic, and of the Republic of Slovenia are naturally integrated or directly 
affected by the functioning of the gas and electricity markets of the Contracting Parties,

Determined to promote high levels of gas and electricity provision to all citizens based on public 
service obligations, and to achieve economic and social progress and a high level of employment as 
well as a balanced and sustainable development through the creation of an area without internal 
frontiers for gas and electricity,

Desiring to enhance the security of supply of the single regulatory space by providing the stable 
regulatory framework necessary for the region in which connections to Caspian, North African and 
Middle East gas reserves can be developed and indigenous reserves of natural gas, coal and hydro-
power can be exploited,

Committed to improving the environmental situation in relation to gas and electricity, related energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

Determined to develop gas and electricity market competition on a broader scale and exploit econo-
mies of scale,

Considering that, to achieve these aims, a broad ranging and integrated market regulatory structure 
needs to be put in place supported by strong institutions and effective supervision, and with the 
adequate involvement of the private sector,

Considering that in order to reduce stress on the state level gas and electricity systems and contrib-
TSDÄSNÄQDRNKUHMFÄKNB@KÄF@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRGNQS@FDR�ÄRODBHÆBÄQTKDRÄRGNTKCÄADÄOTSÄHMÄOK@BDÄSNÄE@BHKHS@SDÄ
F@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄSQ@CD�Ä@MCÄSG@SÄRTBGÄQTKDRÄ@QDÄMDDCDCÄSNÄBQD@SDÄ@ÄRHMFKDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄRO@BDÄENQÄSGDÄ
geographic extent of the concerned product markets, 

Have decided to create an Energy Community.
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The Parties, being:

The European Community on the one hand, 

And

The following Contracting Parties on the other hand:

lÄ The Republic of Albania, the Republic of Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of 
Croatia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, the Republic of Montenegro, Romania, 
the Republic of Serbia (hereafter referred to as the Adhering Parties),

and

lÄ The United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo  pursuant to the United Nations 
Security Council Resolution 1244,

Consolidating on the Athens Process and the 2002 and 2003 Athens Memoranda of Understanding,

Noting that the Republic of Bulgaria, Romania and the Republic of Croatia are Candidate Countries 
for accession to the European Union, and that the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia has also 
applied for membership,

-NSHMFÄSG@SÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NTMBHKÄHMÄ"NODMG@FDMÄHMÄ#DBDLADQÄ����ÄBNMÆQLDCÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄODQ-
spective of the Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia and Montenegro, as poten-
tial candidates for accession of the European Union, and underlined the determination to support 
their efforts to move closer to the European Union,

Recalling that the European Council in Thessaloniki in June 2003 endorsed “The Thessaloniki Agenda 
for the Western Balkans: moving towards European integration”, which aims to further strengthen 
the privileged relations between the European Union and the Western Balkans and in which the Eu-
ropean Union encouraged the countries of the region to adopt a legally binding South-East Europe 
energy market agreement,

Recalling the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership Process and the European Neighbourhood Policy,

Recalling the contribution of the Stability Pact for South East Europe that has as its core the need 
to strengthen co-operation amongst the states and nations of South East Europe and to foster the 
conditions for peace, stability and economic growth,

Resolved to establish among the Parties an integrated market in natural gas and electricity, based on 
common interest and solidarity,
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PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE I

ment, competition and renewables, as described in Title II below, adapted to both the institutional 
EQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄ
(hereinafter referred to as “the extension of the acquis communautaire”), as further described in 
3HSKDÄ((�

�A�ÄSGDÄRDSSHMFÄTOÄNEÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄQDFTK@SNQXÄEQ@LDVNQJÄODQLHSSHMFÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMSÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄ-DSVNQJÄ
Energy markets across the territories of the Contracting Parties and part of the territory of the Euro-
pean Community, and including the creation of a single mechanism for the cross-border transmis-
sion and/or transportation of Network Energy, and the supervision of unilateral safeguard measures 
(hereinafter referred to as “the mechanism for operation of Network Energy markets”), as further 
CDRBQHADCÄHMÄ3HSKDÄ(((�
(c) the creation for the Parties of a market in Network Energy without internal frontiers, including the 
coordination of mutual assistance in case of serious disturbance to the energy networks or external 
disruptions, and which may include the achievement of a common external energy trade policy 
(hereinafter referred to as “the creation of a single energy market”), as further described in Title IV.

Article 4

The Commission of the European Communities (hereinafter referred to as “the European Commis-
sion”) shall act as co-ordinator of the three activities described in Article 3.

Article 5

The Energy Community shall follow the acquis communautaire described in Title II, adapted to both 
SGDÄHMRSHSTSHNM@KÄEQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄSGHRÄ3QD@SXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@Q-
ties, with a view to ensuring high levels of investment security and optimal investments.

Article 6

3GDÄ/@QSHDRÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄ@KKÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄLD@RTQDR�ÄVGDSGDQÄFDMDQ@KÄNQÄO@QSHBTK@Q�ÄSNÄDMRTQDÄETKÆKLDMSÄ
of the obligations arising out of this Treaty. The Parties shall facilitate the achievement of the Energy 
Community’s tasks. The Parties shall abstain from any measure which could jeopardise the attain-
ment of the objectives of this Treaty.

Article 7

Any discrimination within the scope of this Treaty shall be prohibited.

Article 8

Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the rights of a Party to determine the conditions for exploiting its 
energy resources, its choice between different energy sources and the general structure of its energy 
supply.

TITLE I – PRINCIPLES

Article 1

1. By this Treaty, the Parties establish among themselves an Energy Community.

2. Member States of the European Community may become Participants in the Energy Community 
pursuant to Article 95 of this Treaty.

Article 2

1. The task of the Energy Community shall be to organise the relations between the Parties and 
BQD@SDÄ@ÄKDF@KÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄEQ@LDVNQJÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFX�Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä
in order to:

(a) create a stable regulatory and market framework capable of attracting investment in gas net-
works, power generation, and transmission and distribution networks, so that all Parties have access 
to the stable and continuous energy supply that is essential for economic development and social 
stability,

(b) create a single regulatory space for trade in Network Energy that is necessary to match the geo-
graphic extent of the concerned product markets, 

(c) enhance the security of supply of the single regulatory space by providing a stable investment 
climate in which connections to Caspian, North African and Middle East gas reserves can be devel-
oped, and indigenous sources of energy such as natural gas, coal and hydropower can be exploited,

�C�ÄHLOQNUDÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄRHST@SHNMÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFXÄ@MCÄQDK@SDCÄÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�Ä
foster the use of renewable energy, and set out the conditions for energy trade in the single regula-
tory space, 

(e) develop Network Energy market competition on a broader geographic scale and exploit econo-
mies of scale. 

2. “Network Energy” shall include the electricity and gas sectors falling within the scope of the Eu-
ropean Community Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC1.2

Article 3

For the purposes of Article 2, the activities of the Energy Community shall include:
(a) the implementation by the Contracting Parties of the acquis communautaire on energy, environ-

1 Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the 
HMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSX�Ä.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄM�Ä+Ä���ÄNEÄ��Ä)TKXÄ�����ÄOÄ��ÄmÄ���Ä@MCÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ
2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal 
L@QJDSÄHMÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�Ä.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄM�Ä+Ä���ÄNEÄ��Ä)TKXÄ�����ÄOÄ��ÄmÄ��
2 According to Article 1 of Decision 2008/03/MC-EnC of 1 December 2008 concerning the implementa-
tion to the oil sector of certain provisions of the Treaty and the creation of an Energy Community Oil Forum, 
“1. The Treaty is extended to oil under the conditions set by this Article. 
2.’Network Energy’ as mentioned in Article 2 paragraph 2 of the Treaty shall be understood as to include the 
oil sector, i.e. supply, trade, processing and transmission of crude oil and petroleum products falling within the 
SCOPE� OF� THE� $IRECTIVE� ��������%#� AND� THE� RELATED� PIPELINES�� STORAGE�� RElNERIES� AND� IMPORT�EXPORT� FACILITIES� 
… 
4. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article do not apply to Articles 21 to 23 and to Articles 43 to 46 of the Treaty.”
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Article 15

After the entry into force of this Treaty, the construction and operation of new generating plants 
shall comply with the acquis communautaire on environment.

Article 16

The “acquis communautaire on environment”, for the purpose of this Treaty, shall mean 

(i) Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Council Directive 97/11/EC of 3 March 
1997 and Directive 2003/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 May 2003, 

(ii) Council Directive 1999/32/EC of 26 April 1999 relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels and amending Directive 93/12/EEC, 

(iii) Directive 2001/80/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2001 on the 
limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air from large combustion plants, and 

(iv) Article 4(2) of Directive 79/409/EEC of the Council of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild 
birds.

Article 17

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Chapter shall only apply to Network Energy.

CHAPTER IV – THE ACQUIS ON COMPETITION

Article 18

1. The following shall be incompatible with the proper functioning of the Treaty, insofar as they may 
affect trade of Network Energy between the Contracting Parties:

(a) all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted 
practices which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition,

(b) abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position in the market between the Contract-
ing Parties as a whole or in a substantial part thereof,

(c) any public aid which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings 
or certain energy resources.

2. Any practices contrary to this Article shall be assessed on the basis of criteria arising from the ap-
plication of the rules of Articles 81, 82 and 87 of the Treaty establishing the European Community 
(attached in Annex III).

Article 19

With regard to public undertakings and undertakings to which special or exclusive rights have been 
granted, each Contracting Party shall ensure that as from 6 months following the date of entry force 
of this Treaty, the principles of the Treaty establishing the European Community, in particular Article 
86 (1) and (2) thereof (attached in Annex III), are upheld.

TITLE II – THE EXTENSION OF THE ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE 

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 9

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories of the Adher-
ing Parties, and to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration 
Mission in Kosovo.

CHAPTER II – THE ACQUIS ON ENERGY

Article 10

Each Contracting Party shall implement the acquis communautaire on energy in compliance with the 
timetable for the implementation of those measures set out in Annex I.

Article 11

The “acquis communautaire on energy”, for the purpose of this Treaty, shall mean the acts listed in 
Annex I of this Treaty.3

CHAPTER III – THE ACQUIS ON ENVIRONMENT

Article 12

Each Contracting Party shall implement the acquis communautaire on environment in compliance 
with the timetable for the implementation of those measures set out in Annex II.

Article 13

The Parties recognise the importance of the Kyoto Protocol. Each Contracting Party shall endeavour 
to accede to it. 

Article 14

The Parties recognise the importance of the rules set out in Council Directive 96/61/EC of 24 Sep-
tember 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention and control. Each Contracting Party shall 
endeavour to implement that Directive.

3 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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Article 25

The Energy Community may take Measures to implement amendments to the acquis communau-
taire described in this Title, in line with the evolution of European Community law.

TITLE III – MECHANISM FOR OPERATION OF 
NETWORK ENERGY MARKETS

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 26

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories of the Adher-
ing Parties, to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration Mis-
sion in Kosovo, and to the territories of the European Community referred to in Article 27.

Article 27

As regard the European Community, the provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall 
apply to the territories of the Republic of Austria, of the Hellenic Republic, of the Republic of Hun-
gary, of the Italian Republic, and of the Republic of Slovenia. Upon accession to the European Union 
of an Adhering Party, the provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall, without any 
further formalities, also apply to the territory of that new Member State.

CHAPTER II – MECHANISM FOR LONG-DISTANCE TRANSPORTATION 
OF NETWORK ENERGY

Article 28

The Energy Community shall take additional Measures establishing a single mechanism for the cross-
border transmission and/or transportation of Network Energy.

CHAPTER III – SECURITY OF SUPPLY

Article 29

The Parties shall, within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, adopt security of 
supply statements describing in particular diversity of supply, technological security, and geographic 
origin of imported fuels. The statements shall be communicated to the Secretariat, and shall be 
available to any Party to this Treaty. They shall be updated every two years. The Secretariat shall give 
guidance and assistance with respect to such statements.

CHAPTER V – THE ACQUIS FOR RENEWABLES

Article 204

Each Contracting Party shall implement Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amend-
ing and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC.

CHAPTER VI – COMPLIANCE WITH GENERALLY APPLICABLE 
STANDARDS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

Article 21

Within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, the Secretariat shall draw up a list of 
the Generally Applicable Standards of the European Community, to be submitted to the Ministerial 
Council for adoption.

Article 22

The Contracting Parties shall, within one year of the adoption of the list, adopt development plans 
to bring their Network Energy sectors into line with these Generally Applicable Standards of the 
European Community. 

Article 23

“Generally Applicable Standards of the European Community” shall refer to any technical system 
standard that is applied within the European Community, and is necessary for operating network 
RXRSDLRÄR@EDKXÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSKX�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄ@RODBSRÄNEÄSQ@MRLHRRHNM�ÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄBNMMDBSHNMR�ÄLNCT-
lation and general technical system security standards issued where applicable via the European 
Committee for Standardization (CEN), the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization 
(CENELEC) and similar normation bodies or as issued by the Union for the Co-ordination of Trans-
mission of Electricity (UCTE) and the European Association for the Streamlining of Energy Exchanges 
(Easeegas) for common rule setting and business practices.

CHAPTER VII – THE ADAPTATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE ACQUIS

Article 24

For the implementation of this Title, the Energy Community shall adopt Measures adapting the ac-
quis communautaire described in this Title, taking into account both the institutional framework of 
SGHRÄ3QD@SXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDR

4 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/28/EC and amending Article 20 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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CHAPTER VII – SAFEGUARD MEASURES 

Article 36

In the event of a sudden crisis on the Network Energy market in the territory of an Adhering Party, 
the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, or 
a territory of the European Community referred to in Article 27, where the physical safety or security 
of persons, or Network Energy apparatus or installations or system integrity is threatened in this ter-
ritory, the concerned Party may temporarily take necessary safeguard measures. 

Article 37

Such safeguard measures shall cause the least possible disturbance in the functioning of the Network 
Energy market of the Parties, and not be wider in scope than is strictly necessary to remedy the sud-
CDMÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄ@QHRDMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄMNSÄCHRSNQSÄBNLODSHSHNMÄNQÄ@CUDQRDKXÄ@EEDBSÄSQ@CDÄHMÄ@Ä
manner which is at variance with the common interest.

Article 38

The Party concerned shall without delay notify these safeguard measures to the Secretariat, which 
shall immediately inform the other Parties. 

Article 39

The Energy Community may decide that the safeguard measures taken by the Party concerned do 
not comply with the provisions of this Chapter, and request that Party to put an end to, or modify, 
those safeguard measures.

TITLE IV – THE CREATION OF A SINGLE ENERGY MARKET 

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 40

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories to which the 
Treaty establishing the European Community applies under the conditions laid down in that Treaty, 
to the territories of the Adhering Parties and to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Na-
tions Interim Mission in Kosovo.

Article 30

Article 29 does not imply a necessity to change energy policies or purchasing practices.

CHAPTER IV – PROVISION OF ENERGY TO CITIZENS

Article 31

The Energy Community shall promote high levels of provision of Network Energy to all its citizens 
within the limits of the public service obligations contained in the relevant acquis communautaire 
on energy.

Article 32

For this purpose, the Energy Community may take Measures to:
�@�Ä@KKNVÄENQÄSGDÄTMHUDQR@KÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�
�A�ÄENRSDQÄDEEDBSHUDÄCDL@MCÄL@M@FDLDMSÄONKHBHDR�
(c) ensure fair competition.

Article 33

The Energy Community may also make Recommendations to support effective reform of the Net-
work Energy sectors of the Parties, including inter alia to increase the level of payment for energy by 
all customers, and to foster the affordability of Network Energy prices to consumers.

CHAPTER V – HARMONISATION 

Article 34

The Energy Community may take Measures concerning compatibility of market designs for the op-
eration of Network Energy markets, as well as mutual recognition of licenses and Measures fostering 
free establishment of Network Energy companies.

CHAPTER VI – RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Article 35

The Energy Community may adopt Measures to foster development in the areas of renewable en-
DQFXÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄS@JHMFÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄSGDHQÄ@CU@MS@FDRÄENQÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKX�ÄDMUH-
ronment protection, social cohesion and regional development.
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Article 46

Within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, the Ministerial Council shall adopt a 
Procedural Act for the operation of the mutual assistance obligation under this Chapter, which may 
include the conferral of powers to take interim Measures to the Permanent High Level Group. 

TITLE V – INSTITUTIONS OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

CHAPTER I - THE MINISTERIAL COUNCIL

Article 47

The Ministerial Council shall ensure that the objectives set out in this Treaty are attained. It shall:

�@�ÄOQNUHCDÄFDMDQ@KÄONKHBXÄFTHCDKHMDR�

�A�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�

�B�Ä @CNOSÄ /QNBDCTQ@KÄ BSR�ÄVGHBGÄL@XÄ HMBKTCDÄ SGDÄ BNMEDQQ@K�Ä TMCDQÄOQDBHRDÄ BNMCHSHNMR�ÄNEÄ RODBHÆBÄ
tasks, powers and obligations to carry out the policy of the Energy Community on the Permanent 
High Level Group, the Regulatory Board or the Secretariat.

Article 48

The Ministerial Council shall consist of one representative of each Contracting Party and two rep-
resentatives of the European Community. One non-voting representative of each Participant may 
participate in its meetings. 

Article 49

The Ministerial Council shall adopt its internal rules of procedure by Procedural Act.

Article 505

The Presidency shall be held in turn by each Contracting Party for a term of one year in the order 
decided by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council. The Presidency shall convene the Ministerial 
Council in a place decided upon by the Presidency. The Ministerial Council shall meet at least once 
every year. The meetings shall be prepared by the Secretariat.

5 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2009/02/MC-EnC of 18 December 2009 amending the Treaty 
establishing the Energy Community with regard to the frequency of Ministerial Council meetings.

CHAPTER II – INTERNAL ENERGY MARKET

Article 41

1. Customs duties and quantitative restrictions on the import and export of Network Energy and all 
measures having equivalent effect, shall be prohibited between the Parties. This prohibition shall also 
@OOKXÄSNÄBTRSNLRÄCTSHDRÄNEÄ@ÄÆRB@KÄM@STQD

2. Paragraph 1 shall not preclude quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect, 
ITRSHÆDCÄNMÄFQNTMCRÄNEÄOTAKHBÄONKHBXÄNQÄOTAKHBÄRDBTQHSX�ÄSGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄGD@KSGÄ@MCÄKHEDÄNEÄGTL@MR�Ä
animals or plants, or the protection of industrial and commercial property. Such restrictions or mea-
sures shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on 
trade between the Parties. 

Article 42

1. The Energy Community may take Measures with the aim of creating a single market without 
internal frontiers for Network Energy. 

�Ä/@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄRG@KKÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄSNÄÆRB@KÄLD@RTQDR�ÄSNÄSGNRDÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄSGDÄEQDDÄLNUDLDMSÄNEÄODQRNMRÄ
nor to those relating to the rights and interests of employed persons.

CHAPTER III – EXTERNAL ENERGY TRADE POLICY

Article 43

The Energy Community may take Measures necessary for the regulation of imports and exports of 
Network Energy to and from third countries with a view to ensuring equivalent access to and from 
third country markets in respect of basic environmental standards or to ensure the safe operation of 
the internal energy market. 

CHAPTER IV – MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN THE EVENT OF DISRUPTION

Article 44

In the event of disruption of Network Energy supply affecting a Party and involving another Party or 
a third country, the Parties shall seek an expeditious resolution in accordance with the provisions of 
this Chapter.

Article 45

Upon request of the Party directly affected by the disruption, the Ministerial Council shall meet. The 
Ministerial Council may take the necessary Measures in response to the disruption. 
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Article 57

The Presidency shall chair the Permanent High Level Group and be assisted by one representative of 
the European Community and one representative of the incoming Presidency as Vice-Presidents. The 
Presidency and the Vice-Presidents shall prepare the draft Agenda.

CHAPTER III – THE REGULATORY BOARD 

Article 58

The Regulatory Board shall:

(a) advise the Ministerial Council or the Permanent High Level Group on the details of statutory, 
SDBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄQDFTK@SNQXÄQTKDR�Ä

(b) issue Recommendations on cross-border disputes involving two or more Regulators, upon request 
NEÄ@MXÄNEÄSGDL�Ä

�B�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�ÄHEÄRNÄDLONVDQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�Ä

(d) adopt Procedural Acts.

Article 596

The Regulatory Board shall be composed of one representative of the energy regulator of each Con-
tracting Party, pursuant to the relevant parts of the acquis communautaire on energy. The European 
Union shall be represented by the European Commission, assisted by one regulator of each Partici-
pant, and one representative of the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators.

Article 60

The Regulatory Board shall adopt its internal rules of procedure by Procedural Act. 

Article 61

The Regulatory Board shall elect a President for a term determined by the Regulatory Board. The 
European Commission shall act as Vice-President. The President and the Vice-President shall prepare 
the draft Agenda. 

Article 62

The Regulatory Board shall meet in Athens.

6 Amended by Article 2 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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Article 51

The Presidency shall chair the Ministerial Council and be assisted by one representative of the Euro-
pean Community and one representative of the incoming Presidency as Vice-Presidents. The Presi-
dency and the Vice-Presidents shall prepare the draft Agenda.

Article 52

The Ministerial Council shall submit an annual report on the activities of the Energy Community to 
the European Parliament and to the Parliaments of the Adhering Parties and of the Participants.

CHAPTER II - THE PERMANENT HIGH LEVEL GROUP

Article 53

The Permanent High Level Group shall:

�@�ÄOQDO@QDÄSGDÄVNQJÄNEÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�

(b) give assent to technical assistance requests made by international donor organisations, interna-
SHNM@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSHSTSHNMRÄ@MCÄAHK@SDQ@KÄCNMNQR�

(c) report to the Ministerial Council on progress made toward achievement of the objectives of this 
3QD@SX�Ä

�C�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�ÄHEÄRNÄDLONVDQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�

(e) adopt Procedural Acts, not involving the conferral of tasks, powers or obligations on other institu-
SHNMRÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSX�

(f) discuss the development of the acquis communautaire described in Title II on the basis of a report 
that the European Commission shall submit on a regular basis.

Article 54

The Permanent High Level Group shall consist of one representative of each Contracting Party and 
two representatives of the European Community. One non-voting representative of each Participant 
may participate in its meetings. 

Article 55

The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt its internal rules of procedure as a Procedural Act.

Article 56

The Presidency shall convene the Permanent High Level Group at a place to be determined by the 
Presidency. The meetings shall be prepared by the Secretariat. 
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Ministerial Council shall lay down, by Procedural Act, rules for the recruitment, working conditions 
and geographic equilibrium of the Secretariat’s staff. The Director shall select and appoint the staff.

Article 70

In the performance of their duties the Director and the staff shall not seek or receive instructions 
from any Party to this Treaty. They shall act impartially and promote the interests of the Energy Com-
munity.

Article 71

The Director of the Secretariat or a nominated alternate shall assist at the Ministerial Council, the 
Permanent High Level Group, the Regulatory Board and the Fora.

Article 72

The seat of the Secretariat shall be in Vienna. 

CHAPTER VI – BUDGET

Article 73

Each Party shall contribute to the budget of the Energy Community as set out in Annex IV. The level 
NEÄBNMSQHATSHNMRÄL@XÄADÄQDUHDVDCÄDUDQXÄÆUDÄXD@QR�ÄNMÄQDPTDRSÄNEÄ@MXÄ/@QSX�ÄAXÄ@Ä/QNBDCTQ@KÄ BSÄNEÄ
the Ministerial Council.

Article 74

The Ministerial Council shall adopt the budget of the Energy Community by Procedural Act every two 
years. The budget shall cover the operational expenses of the Energy Community necessary for the 
functioning of its institutions. The expenditure of each institution shall be set out in a different part 
of the budget. The Ministerial Council shall adopt a Procedural Act specifying the procedure for the 
implementation of the budget, and for presenting and auditing accounts and inspection.

Article 75

The Director of the Secretariat shall implement the budget in accordance with the Procedural Act 
adopted pursuant to Article 74, and shall report annually to the Ministerial Council on the execu-
tion of the budget. The Ministerial Council may decide by Procedural Act, if appropriate, to entrust 
independent auditors with verifying the proper execution of the budget. 

CHAPTER IV - THE FORA

Article 63

Two Fora, composed of representatives of all interested stakeholders, including industry, regulators, 
industry representative groups and consumers, shall advise the Energy Community. 

Article 64

The Fora shall be chaired by a representative of the European Community.

Article 65

The conclusions of the Fora shall be adopted by consensus. They shall be forwarded to the Perma-
nent High Level Group.

Article 66

The Electricity Forum shall meet in Athens. The Gas Forum shall meet at a place to be determined by 
a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council.

CHAPTER V - THE SECRETARIAT

Article 67

The Secretariat shall:

(a) provide administrative support to the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, the 
1DFTK@SNQXÄ!N@QCÄ@MCÄSGDÄ%NQ@�

(b) review the proper implementation by the Parties of their obligations under this Treaty, and submit 
XD@QKXÄOQNFQDRRÄQDONQSRÄSNÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�Ä

(c) review and assist in the coordination by the European Commission of the donors’ activity in the 
territories of the Adhering Parties and the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations In-
SDQHLÄ CLHMHRSQ@SHNMÄ,HRRHNMÄHMÄ*NRNUN�Ä@MCÄOQNUHCDÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄRTOONQSÄSNÄSGDÄCNMNQR�Ä

(d) carry out other tasks conferred on it under this Treaty or by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial 
"NTMBHK�ÄDWBKTCHMFÄSGDÄONVDQÄSNÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�Ä@MC
(e) adopt Procedural Acts.  

Article 68

The Secretariat shall comprise a Director and such staff as the Energy Community may require. 

Article 69

The Director of the Secretariat shall be appointed by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council. The 
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Article 83

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall act by a two 
third majority of the votes cast, including a positive vote of the European Community. 

CHAPTER IV – MEASURES UNDER TITLE IV

Article 84

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title IV on a proposal from a Party.

Article 85

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures by unanimity.

CHAPTER V – PROCEDURAL ACTS

Article 86

A Procedural Act shall regulate organizational, budgetary and transparency issues of the Energy 
Community, including the delegation of power from the Ministerial Council to the Permanent High 
Level Group, the Regulatory Board or the Secretariat, and shall have binding force on the institutions 
of the Energy Community, and, if the Procedural Act so provides, on the Parties.

Article 87

Save as provided in Article 88, Procedural Acts shall be adopted in compliance with the Decision 
Making Process set out in Chapter III of this Title.

Article 88

The Procedural Act appointing the Director of the Secretariat provided for in Article 69 shall be 
adopted by simple majority on a proposal from the European Commission. The Procedural Acts on 
budgetary matters provided for in Articles 73 and 74 shall be adopted by unanimity on a proposal 
from the European Commission. The Procedural Acts conferring powers on the Regulatory Board 
provided for in Article 47(c) shall be taken by unanimity on a proposal from a Party or the Secretariat.
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TITLE VI – DECISION MAKING PROCESS

CHAPTER I – GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 76

Measures may take the form of a Decision or a Recommendation.
A Decision is legally binding in its entirety upon those to whom it is addressed.
A Recommendation has no binding force. Parties shall use their best endeavours to carry out Recom-
mendations.

Article 77

Save as provided in Article 80, each Party shall have one vote.

Article 78

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board may act only if 
two third of the Parties are represented. Abstentions in a vote from Parties present shall not count 
as votes cast. 

CHAPTER II – MEASURES UNDER TITLE II

Article 79

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title II on a proposal from the European Commission. The European Commission may 
alter or withdraw its proposal at any time during the procedure leading to adoption of the Measures.

Article 80

Each Contracting Party shall have one vote.

Article 81

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall act by a 
majority of the votes cast.

CHAPTER III – MEASURES UNDER TITLE III

Article 82

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title III on a proposal from a Party or the Secretariat.
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TITLE VIII - INTERPRETATION

Article 94

The institutions shall interpret any term or other concept used in this Treaty that is derived from 
European Community law in conformity with the case law of the Court of Justice or the Court of 
First Instance of the European Communities. Where no interpretation from those Courts is available, 
the Ministerial Council shall give guidance in interpreting this Treaty. It may delegate that task to 
the Permanent High Level Group. Such guidance shall not prejudge any interpretation of the acquis 
communautaire by the Court of Justice or the Court of First Instance at a later stage.

TITLE IX – PARTICIPANTS AND OBSERVERS

Article 95

Upon a request to the Ministerial Council, any Member State of the European Community may be 
represented in the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group and the Regulatory Board 
under the conditions laid down in Articles 48, 54 and 59 as a Participant, and shall be permitted to 
participate in the discussions of the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, the Regula-
tory Board and the Fora.

Article 96

1. Upon a reasoned request of a neighbouring third country, the Ministerial Council may, by unanim-
ity, accept that country as an Observer. Upon a request presented to the Ministerial Council within 
six months of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, Moldova shall be accepted as an Observer.

2. Observers may attend the meetings of the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, 
the Regulatory Board and the Fora, without participating in the discussions. 

TITLE X - DURATION

Article 97

This Treaty is concluded for a period of 10 years from the date of entry into force. The Ministerial 
Council, acting by unanimity, may decide to extend its duration. If no such decision is taken, the 
Treaty may continue to apply between those Parties who voted in favour of extension, provided that 
their number amounted to at least two thirds of the Parties to the Energy Community. 
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TITLE VII - IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS AND 
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

Article 89

The Parties shall implement Decisions addressed to them in their domestic legal system within the 
ODQHNCÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄ#DBHRHNMÄ

Article 90

1. Failure by a Party to comply with a Treaty obligation or to implement a Decision addressed to it 
within the required period may be brought to the attention of the Ministerial Council by a reasoned 
request of any Party, the Secretariat or the Regulatory Board. Private bodies may approach the Sec-
retariat with complaints.
2. The Party concerned may make observations in response to the request or complaint. 

Article 91

1. The Ministerial Council may determine the existence of a breach by a Party of its obligations. The 
Ministerial Council shall decide:

�@�ÄAXÄ@ÄRHLOKDÄL@INQHSX�ÄHEÄSGDÄAQD@BGÄQDK@SDRÄSNÄ3HSKDÄ((�

�A�ÄAXÄ@ÄSVN�SGHQCÄL@INQHSX�ÄHEÄSGDÄAQD@BGÄQDK@SDRÄSNÄ3HSKDÄ(((�

(c) by unanimity, if the breach relates to Title IV. 

2. The Ministerial Council may subsequently decide by simple majority to revoke any decisions ad-
opted under this Article.

Article 92

1. At the request of a Party, the Secretariat or the Regulatory Board, the Ministerial Council, acting 
by unanimity, may determine the existence of a serious and persistent breach by a Party of its obliga-
tions under this Treaty and may suspend certain of the rights deriving from application of this Treaty 
to the Party concerned, including the suspension of voting rights and exclusion from meetings or 
mechanisms provided for in this Treaty. 

2. The Ministerial Council may subsequently decide by simple majority to revoke any decisions taken 
under this Article.

Article 93

When adopting the decisions referred to in Articles 91 and 92, the Ministerial Council shall act with-
out taking into account the vote of the representative of the Party concerned.
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Article 103

Any obligations under an agreement between the European Community and its Member States on 
the one hand, and a Contracting Party on the other hand shall not be affected by this Treaty. Any 
commitment taken in the context of negotiations for accession to the European Union shall not be 
affected by this Treaty.

Article 104

Until the adoption of the Procedural Act referred to in Article 50, the 2003 Athens Memorandum of 
Understanding7ÄRG@KKÄCDÆMDÄSGDÄNQCDQÄENQÄGNKCHMFÄSGDÄ/QDRHCDMBXÄ

Article 105

This Treaty shall be approved by the Parties in accordance with their internal procedures.
3GHRÄ3QD@SXÄ RG@KKÄDMSDQÄ HMSNÄ ENQBDÄNMÄ SGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄ SGDÄLNMSGÄ ENKKNVHMFÄ SGDÄC@SDÄNMÄVGHBGÄ SGDÄ
$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@MCÄRHWÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄG@UDÄMNSHÆDCÄSGDÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄ
necessary for this purpose.
-NSHÆB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄRDMSÄSNÄSGDÄ2DBQDS@QX�&DMDQ@KÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄVGNÄRG@KKÄ
be the depositary for this Treaty.

In witness thereof the duly authorised representatives have signed this Treaty. 

7 Memorandum of Understanding on the Regional Energy Market in South East Europe and its Integration into the Eu-
ropean Community Internal Energy Market, signed in Athens on 8 December 2003.

Article 98

Any party may withdraw from this Treaty by giving six months notice, addressed to the Secretariat.

Article 99

Upon accession to the European Community of an Adhering Party, that party shall become a Partici-
pant as provided for in Article 95.

TITLE XI – REVISION AND ACCESSION

Article 100

The Ministerial Council may, by unanimity of its Members:

�H�Ä@LDMCÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄ3HSKDÄ(ÄSNÄ5((�

(ii) decide to implement other parts of the acquis communautaire QDK@SDCÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFX�Ä

(iii) extend this Treaty to other energy products and carriers or other essential network infrastruc-
STQDR�Ä

(iv) agree on the accession to the Energy Community of a new Party.

TITLE XII - FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 101

Without prejudice to Articles 102 and 103, the rights and obligations arising from agreements con-
cluded by a Contracting Party before the signature of this Treaty shall not be affected by the provi-
sions of this Treaty. To the extent that such agreements are not compatible with this Treaty, the 
Contracting Party concerned shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate the incompatibilities 
established, no later than one year after the date of entry into force of this Treaty.

Article 102

All obligations under this Treaty are without prejudice to existing legal obligations of the Parties 
under the Treaty establishing the World Trade Organisation.  
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ANNEX II

TIMETABLE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACQUIS ON ENVIRONMENT 

1. Each Contracting Party shall implement Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the 
assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment, as amended by 
Council Directives 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 and Directive 2003/35/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 26 May 2003, on the entry into force of this Treaty.

2. Each Contracting Party shall implement Council Directive 1999/32/EC of 26 April 1999 relating to 
a reduction in the sulphur content of certain liquid fuels and amending Directive 93/12/EEC by 31 
December 2011.  

3. Each Contracting Party shall implement Directive 2001/80/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 23 October 2001 on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air from 
large combustion plants by 31 December 2017.    

4. Each Contracting Party shall implement Article 4(2) of Directive 79/409/EEC of the Council of 2 
April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds on the entry into force of this treaty.

ANNEX I8

LIST OF ACTS INCLUDED IN THE “ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE ON ENERGY”

(1) Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(2) Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(3) Regulation (EC) No714/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July
2009 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, as
adopted by Decision No 2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(4) Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July
2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks, as amended by
Commission Decision 2010/685/EU of 10 November 2010, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(5) Directive 2005/89/ of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 January 2006
concerning measures to safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure
investment, as adopted by Decision No 2007/06/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of
18/12/2007.

(6) Directive 2004/67/EC of 26 April 2004 concerning measures to safeguard security of
natural gas supply, as adopted by Decision No 2007/06/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 
18/12/2007.

8 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.

Article 86(1) and (2) of the EC Treaty

1. In the case of public undertakings and undertakings to which Member States grant special or 
exclusive rights, Member States shall neither enact nor maintain in force any measure contrary to 
the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articles 
81 to 89.

2. Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic interest or having the 
character of a revenue-producing monopoly shall be subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in 
particular to the rules on competition, in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct the 
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The development of trade 
must not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Community.

Article 87 of the EC Treaty

1. Save as otherwise provided in this Treaty, any aid granted by a Member State or through State 
resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring 
certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between 
Member States, be incompatible with the common market.

2. The following shall be compatible with the common market:

(a) aid having a social character, granted to individual consumers, provided that such aid is granted 
VHSGNTSÄCHRBQHLHM@SHNMÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄSGDÄNQHFHMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBSRÄBNMBDQMDC�

�A�Ä@HCÄSNÄL@JDÄFNNCÄSGDÄC@L@FDÄB@TRDCÄAXÄM@STQ@KÄCHR@RSDQRÄNQÄDWBDOSHNM@KÄNBBTQQDMBDR�

(c) aid granted to the economy of certain areas of the Federal Republic of Germany affected by the 
division of Germany, in so far as such aid is required in order to compensate for the economic disad-
vantages caused by that division.

3. The following may be considered to be compatible with the common market:

(a) aid to promote the economic development of areas where the standard of living is abnormally 
KNVÄNQÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄRDQHNTRÄTMCDQDLOKNXLDMS�

(b) aid to promote the execution of an important project of common European interest or to remedy 
@ÄRDQHNTRÄCHRSTQA@MBDÄHMÄSGDÄDBNMNLXÄNEÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SD�

(c) aid to facilitate the development of certain economic activities or of certain economic areas, 
where such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common 
HMSDQDRS�

(d) aid to promote culture and heritage conservation where such aid does not affect trading condi-
SHNMRÄ@MCÄBNLODSHSHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄSNÄ@MÄDWSDMSÄSG@SÄHRÄBNMSQ@QXÄSNÄSGDÄBNLLNMÄHMSDQDRS�

�D�ÄRTBGÄNSGDQÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄ@HCÄ@RÄL@XÄADÄRODBHÆDCÄAXÄCDBHRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄ@BSHMFÄAXÄ@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄ
majority on a proposal from the Commission.

ANNEX III

EC COMPETITION RULES

Article 81 of the EC Treaty

1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market: all agreements be-
tween undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which may 
affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restric-
tion or distortion of competition within the common market, and in particular those which:

�@�ÄCHQDBSKXÄNQÄHMCHQDBSKXÄÆWÄOTQBG@RDÄNQÄRDKKHMFÄOQHBDRÄNQÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄSQ@CHMFÄBNMCHSHNMR�

�A�ÄKHLHSÄNQÄBNMSQNKÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄL@QJDSR�ÄSDBGMHB@KÄCDUDKNOLDMS�ÄNQÄHMUDRSLDMS�

�B�ÄRG@QDÄL@QJDSRÄNQÄRNTQBDRÄNEÄRTOOKX�

(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing 
SGDLÄ@SÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄCHR@CU@MS@FD�

(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.

2. Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this article shall be automatically void.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared inapplicable in the case of:

- any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings,

- any decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings,

- any concerted practice or category of concerted practices,

which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or 
DBNMNLHBÄOQNFQDRR�ÄVGHKDÄ@KKNVHMFÄBNMRTLDQRÄ@ÄE@HQÄRG@QDÄNEÄSGDÄQDRTKSHMFÄADMDÆS�Ä@MCÄVGHBGÄCNDRÄMNS�

(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not indispensable to the attainment 
NEÄSGDRDÄNAIDBSHUDR�

(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a substantial part 
of the products in question.

Article 82 of the EC Treaty

Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the common market or in a 
substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market in so far as it may 
affect trade between Member States.
Such abuse may, in particular, consist in:

�@�ÄCHQDBSKXÄNQÄHMCHQDBSKXÄHLONRHMFÄTME@HQÄOTQBG@RDÄNQÄRDKKHMFÄOQHBDRÄNQÄNSGDQÄTME@HQÄSQ@CHMFÄBNMCHSHNMR�

�A�ÄKHLHSHMFÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄL@QJDSRÄNQÄSDBGMHB@KÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄSNÄSGDÄOQDITCHBDÄNEÄBNMRTLDQR�

(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby plac-
HMFÄSGDLÄ@SÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄCHR@CU@MS@FD�

(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
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Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in natural gas

By 31 December 2009

Regulation 1775/2005 on conditions for access to the natural gas trans-
mission networks

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of natu-
ral gas supply

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in electricity

By 31 December 2009

Regulation 1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-
border exchanges in electricity

By 31 December 2010

Commission Decision 2006/770/EC amending the Annex to Regulation nº  
1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border ex-
changes in electricity

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of elec-
tricity supply and infrastructure investment

By 31 December 2010

Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Directive 97/11/
EC and Directive 2003/35/EC

By 31 December 2010

Directive 1999/32/EC relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels

By 31 December 2014

Directive 2001/80/EC on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants 
into the air from large combustion plants

By 31 December 2017

Directive 79/409/EC, Article 4(2), on the conservation of wild birds By 31 December 2010

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2001/77/EEC on the promotion 
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal elec-
tricity market

By 31 December 2010

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2003/30/EC on the promotion of 
the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport

By 31 December 2010

PROTOCOL 
CONCERNING THE ACCESSION OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

TO THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

The Energy Community, in accordance with the Treaty establishing the Energy Community (herein-
after - the Treaty) on the one hand,

and the Republic of Moldova on the other hand,

Taking note of the outcome of negotiations on the Republic of Moldova’s accession to the Energy 
Community,

Having regard to the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 18 Decem-
ber 2009 approving the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the Energy Community on the 
conditions set out herein (Decision 2009/03/MC-EnC),

AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING:

Article 1

1. The Republic of Moldova accedes to the Energy Community as a Contracting Party under the 
terms and conditions set out in the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 
18 December 2009 on the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the Energy Community (Decision 
2009/03/MC-EnC), as laid down in this Protocol.

�Ä 4MKDRRÄ RODBHÆDCÄ NSGDQVHRDÄ HMÄ SGHRÄ /QNSNBNK�Ä AXÄ C@SDÄ NEÄ @BBDRRHNM�Ä SGDÄ 1DOTAKHBÄ NEÄ,NKCNU@Ä HRÄ
entitled to all rights granted to Contracting Parties and is subject to all obligations imposed on Con-
tracting Parties by the Treaty and by all Decisions and Procedural Acts adopted in application of the 
Treaty since its entry into force.

Article 2

1. For the purpose of compliance with Title II of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community and 
its related Annexes, the timetable for implementation by the Republic of Moldova of the acquis com-
LTM@TS@HQDÄHRÄCDÆMDCÄ@RÄENKKNVR�
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PROTOCOL
CONCERNING THE ACCESSION OF UKRAINE

TO THE TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

The Energy Community, in accordance with the Treaty establishing the Energy Community (herein-
after - the Treaty) on the one hand,

And Ukraine on the other hand,

Taking note of the outcome of negotiations on Ukraine’s accession to the Energy Community Treaty,

Having regard to the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 18 December 
2009 approving the accession of Ukraine to the Energy Community Treaty on the conditions set out 
herein (Decision 2009/04/MC-EnC),

AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING:

Article 1

1. Ukraine accedes to the Treaty establishing the Energy Community as a Contracting Party under 
the terms and conditions set out in the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Commu-
nity of 18 December 2009 on the accession of Ukraine to the Energy Community Treaty (Decision 
2009/04/MC-EnC), as laid down in this Protocol.

�Ä4MKDRRÄRODBHÆDCÄNSGDQVHRDÄHMÄSGHRÄ/QNSNBNK�ÄAXÄC@SDÄNEÄ@BBDRRHNM�Ä4JQ@HMDÄHRÄDMSHSKDCÄSNÄ@KKÄQHFGSRÄ
granted to Contracting Parties and is subject to all obligations imposed on Contracting Parties by the 
Treaty and by all Decisions and Procedural Acts adopted in application of the Treaty since its entry 
into force.

Article 2

1. For the purposes of compliance with Title II of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community and 
HSRÄQDK@SDCÄ MMDWDR�ÄSGDÄSHLDS@AKDÄENQÄ HLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ@BPTHRÄBNLLTM@TS@HQDÄ HRÄCDÆMDCÄ@RÄ
follows:

Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in natural gas

By 1st January 2012

Regulation 1775/2005 on conditions for access to the natural gas trans-
mission networks

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of natu-
ral gas supply

By 1st January 2012
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2. The Republic of Moldova must ensure that the eligible customers within the meaning of EC Direc-
tives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC are:

Ä mÄ%QNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MC
 – From 1 January 2015, all customers.

3. In Article 19 of the Treaty, the reference “as from six months following the date of entry into 
force of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “as from six months following the date of ac-
cession of the Republic of Moldova”. In Article 22 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of 
the adoption of the list” shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession 
of the Republic of Moldova”. In Article 29 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the date 
of entry into force of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of 
accession of the Republic of Moldova”.

4. Article 15 of the Treaty shall apply to the Republic of Moldova as from one year following the date 
of accession of the Republic of Moldova.

Article 3

1. The contribution of the Republic of Moldova and of the other Parties to the budget of the Energy 
Community shall be set out in a Procedural Act to be adopted pursuant to Article 73 of the Treaty. 
The methodology to be applied shall be based on a pro-rata calculated in relation to GDP and Total 
Primary Energy Supply.

�Ä3GDÄÆQRSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ1DOTAKHBÄNEÄ,NKCNU@ÄRG@KKÄADÄCTDÄENQÄSGDÄÆQRSÄETKKÄATCFDS@QXÄXD@QÄENK-
lowing accession.

Article 4

1. After adoption by the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of its Decision on the Re-
public of Moldova’s accession to the Energy Community, the Republic of Moldova shall initiate its 
internal procedures required for entry into force of its accession to the Energy Community.

�Ä3GDÄ@BBDRRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄLNMSGÄ
ENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄLNMSGÄNEÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄOQNUHCDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄ@QSHBKD

Done at Vienna, this seventeenth day of March in the year two thousand and ten.

                For the Energy Community   For the Republic of Moldova
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3. In Article 19 of the Treaty, the reference “as from six months following the date of entry into force 
of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “as from six months following the date of accession 
of Ukraine”. In Article 22 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the adoption of the list” 
shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession of Ukraine”. In Article 29 
of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty” shall be 
understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession of Ukraine”.

4. Article 15 of the Treaty shall apply to Ukraine as from two years following the date of accession 
of Ukraine.

Article 3

1. The contribution of Ukraine and of the other Parties to the budget of the Energy Community shall 
be set out in a Procedural Act to be adopted pursuant to Article 73 of the Treaty. The methodology 
to be applied shall be based on a pro-rata calculated in relation to GDP and Total Primary Energy 
Supply.

�Ä3GDÄÆQRSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄ4JQ@HMDÄRG@KKÄADÄCTDÄENQÄSGDÄÆQRSÄETKKÄATCFDS@QXÄXD@QÄENKKNVHMFÄ@BBDRRHNM

Article 4

1. After adoption by the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of its Decision on Ukraine’s 
accession to the Energy Community, Ukraine shall initiate its internal procedures required for entry 
into force of its accession to the Energy Community.

�Ä3GDÄ@BBDRRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄLNMSGÄ
ENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄLNMSGÄNEÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄOQNUHCDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄ@QSHBKD

Done at Skopje, this twenty fourth day of September in the year two thousand and ten.
                

              For the Energy Community                                     For Ukraine
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Directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Regulation 1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-
border exchanges in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Commission Decision 2006/770/EC amending the Annex to Regulation  
1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border ex-
changes in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of elec-
tricity supply and infrastructure investment

By 1st January 2012

Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Directive 97/11/
EC and Directive 2003/35/EC.

By 1st January 2013

Directive 1999/32/EC relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2001/80/EC on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants 
into the air from large combustion plants

By 1st January 2018

Directive 79/409/EC, Article 4(2), on the conservation of wild birds By 1st January 2015

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2001/77/EEC on the promotion 
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal elec-
tricity market

By 1st July 2011

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2003/30/EC on the promotion of 
the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport

By 1st July 2011

2. Ukraine must ensure that the eligible customers within the meaning of EC Directives 20031541EC 
and 2003/55/EC are:

%QNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MC
From 1 January 2015, all customers.


